AMA'ARA - Carrying the voice of the WHALES around the world

THEREFORE WE NEED FURTHER EXPERTS

Film
Financing postproduction
expertise about film marketing/sale

Online
webdesign & social media (YouTube/Instagram/Facebook/BLOG)

Print
magazines & newspapers
prepare interviews, create strategies and put it to practice

Event
AMA’ARA is meant to be a movement.
We want to travel with the film and create an event around it with
meditations, information, meet&greet etc...

Synergy
with topics such as Yoga, holistic healing, healthy diet, nature & environment,
protection of animals, protection of the ocean, the whales and dolphins etc...

publishers/labels
production as well as sale of:
whalecards. 2 books to the film, cd's and downloads with sound recordings from
Hawaii and Tonga as well as the soundtrack to the film

education/school
We want to bring AMA’ARA into schools. We want to show the film surrounded by a
kind of workshop with information about the whales, about meditation, about
awareness, about the protection of the oceans and the whales and dolphins

Did we forget something?
If you have a skill or an expertise that is not on our list but in your eyes might be
helpful for the project – please don’t hesitate to connect with us!